We present new 14 high-resolution echelle spectra to discuss the level of chromospheric activity of DM UMa in He i D 3 , Na i D 1 , D 2 , H α , and Ca ii infrared triplet lines (IRT). It is the first time to discover the emissions above the continuum in the He i D 3 lines on Feb. 9 and 10, 2015. The emission on Feb. 9 is the strongest one ever detected for DM UMa. We analyzed these chromospheric active indicators by employing the spectral subtraction technique. The subtracted spectra reveal weak emissions in the Na i D 1 , D 2 lines, strong emission in the H α line, and clear excess emissions in the Ca ii IRT lines. Our values for the EW 8542 /EW 8498 ratio are on the low side, in the range of 1.0 -1.7. There are also clear phase variations of the level of chromospheric activity in equivalent width (EW) light curves in these chromospheric active lines (especially the H α line). These phenomena might be explained by flare events or rotational modulations of the level of chromospheric activity.
Introduction
The prototype system RS CVn binary type was first proposed by Hall (1976) , and later refined by Fekel et al. (1986) as the following: 1. A RS CVn binary system is a binary where at least one component shows strong Ca ii H&K emissions; 2. It displays light curve variations that can not be attributed to pulsation, eclipse or ellipticity; 3. The more active component is a F, G or K subgiant or giant, and it is evolved. These binary systems are characterized by strong levels of magnetic activity that present as photospheric starspots, chromospheric emissions, transition region emissions, coronal X-ray radiation, and flare events in optical, X-ray, ultraviolet, and radio wavelengths (Berdyugina 2005; Hall et al. 2008; Montes et al. 2004 ; Güdel years superimposed on it. This cyclic variation on a timescale of 17 year was found based on observations from a time span of twenty eight years, and was caused by temperature changes or hot surface regions (Oláh et al. 2014) .
Chromospherically active stars and their properties have been studied previously by many authors (Strassmeier et al. 1990 (Strassmeier et al. , 1993 Doyle et al. 1994; Fekel et al. 2005; Montes et al. 2004; Hall 2008; Biazzo et al. 2009; Frasca et al. 2010; Cao & Gu 2015; Zhang et al. 2015; etc) . The spectral subtraction technique has been widely applied to different chromospheric activity indicators (Barden 1985; Montes et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2015; etc) . In this paper, we present additional high-resolution spectroscopic observations of DM UMa, and the analyses of the behaviour and properties of the level of chromospheric activity in the He i D 3 , Na i D 1 , D 2 , H α , and Ca ii IRT lines using the spectral subtraction technique.
Observations
We carried out new high-resolution spectroscopic observations of DM UMa on fourteen nights from Jan. 24 -Feb. 15, 2015 using the Coudé echelle spectrograph on the 1.8-m telescope (Wei et al. 2000; Rao et al. 2008) at Lijiang Station of the Yunnan Astronomical Observatories of China. A 2048×2048 pixel Tektronix CCD detector is used and the spectral resolution is about 50, 000 in the red spectral region of 5760-11960 Å. The limiting magnitude of the equipment is about 11.5 mag at present. The spectral resolution in terms of the FWHM of the arc comparison lines is 0.112 Å in the He i D 3 , Na i D 1 , D 2 lines, 0.119 Å in the H α line, 0.133 Å in the Ca ii IRT 8498 Å line, 0.145 Å in the Ca ii IRT 8542 Å line, and 0.150 Å in the Ca ii IRT 8662 Å line, respectively. We observed several similar inactive stars (HR 617 (K1 III), β Gem (K0 III), HR 4182 (G9 IV) and HR 495 (K2 IV)) whose spectral types and luminosity classes are similar to those of DM UMa, which are used to construct the synthesized spectra as the stellar photospheric contribution. We performed standard reduction of the spectra using IRAF packages 1 , which involved CCD trim, bias subtraction, flat-field correction, cosmic-ray removal, background subtraction, and multi-spectrum extraction. We calibrated the wavelength using the spectra of a Th-Ar lamp. We normalized the observed spectra by a five-order polynomial fit. The normalized spectra are plotted in Fig. 1 (Left panel). We listed our observing log of DM UMa in Table 1 , which included the observational data, the corresponding Heliocentric Julian Date (HJD), the observational exposure times, and the signal to noise ratios of different chromospheric active indicators.
Analyses of the chromospheric activity
We obtained a total of fourteen spectra. Among these spectra, the Na i D lines show deep absorption but no obvious self-reversal core emission. The H α line in all the spectra exhibits clear emission above the continuum. We calculated the EWs and line depths of DM UMa for the Na i D 1 , D 2 , and H α lines. The line depth is used as a diagnostic criterion for the level of chromospheric activity (Mallik 1997; Eaton 1995; Mallik 1998; etc) . All the Ca ii IRT lines show filled-in absorption with self-reversal core emission, with some of them being above the continuum. For the Ca ii IRT lines, it is impossible to measure the EW and line depth in the observed spectra because they exhibit clear self-reversal. The results are listed in Table 2 , where the orbital phases of our observations were calculated using the ephemeris formula (HJD=2447623.383 +7 d .4949 E) given by Strassmeier et al. (1993) . The EWs of the chromospheric active lines were evaluated on the spectra by integrating them over the emission profile using the IRAF SPLOT task. The methods for calculating the EWs and their uncertainties were similar to those in the previous paper in detail (Zhang & Gu 2008; Zhang et al. 2015; etc) . We plotted the observed EWs and line depths of DM UMa vs phase or HJD in Fig. 2 , where different symbols represent different chromospheric active indicators. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , there are clear phase and time variation in the EWs of the H α line. These phenomenon might be explained by flare events or by chromospheric rotational modulations.
It is well known that the He i D 3 line is a probe for detecting flare-like events (Zirin 1988 ). Here we report that we detected a clear emission in the He i D 3 line on Feb. 09 in 2015 and a weak emission on Feb. 10, 2015, which had never been detected previously. The EWs of the observed spectra in DM UMa are 0.118 ± 0.013 Å on Feb 9, 2015, and 0.042 ± 0.002 Å on Feb 10, 2015 respectively. For better comparisons, we plotted the spectra with He i D 3 lines for three consecutive days in Fig. 3 . For the spectrum on Feb. 8, there are no emission in the He i D 3 line. The obvious emissions in the He i D 3 line in the Feb. 9 & 10 spectra means that there might be strong flare-like events in these two days.
We analyzed our DM UMa spectra with a synthetical spectral subtraction technique using the STAR-MOD program developed by Barden (1985) and Montes et al. (1997) . The synthesized spectra were built from radial-velocity shifted and rotationally broadened spectrum of a single inactive star. β Gem was the best template star to construct such a synthesized spectrum. In the program, we determined the rotational velocity (vsini) value of DM UMa using the 11th order spectrum in the wavelength range 6387-6487 Å because there are a lot of independent metallic spectra lines (Zhang & Gu 2008) . Using the STARMOD program, our calculated vsini of DM UMa (28.7 km s −1 ) is close to the previous results of 26 km s −1 derived by Hatzes (1995) , 27 km s −1 by Tan & Liu (1985) and 28 km s −1 by Crampton et al. (1979) . We plotted all the observed, synthesized and subtracted spectra of DM UMa in Fig. 1 . We applied the spectral subtraction technique to these spectra and the results reveal that the cores of the Na i D 1 , D 2 excess lines show weak emissions (see Fig. 1 ). All the observed spectra exhibit clear H α emission above the continuum, and their corresponding excess spectra show broad and strong excess emissions. The behaviour of the H α line is consistent with that obtained by Montes et al. (1995a Montes et al. ( , 1995b , Hatzes (1995) , and Montes et al. (1997) . The excess spectra of the Ca ii IRT lines show clear excess emissions in their cores. The parameters of the excess emissions are listed in Table 3 , which include HJD, the phase, the net EWs of Na i D 1 , D 2 , H α and Ca ii IRT lines and the ratio of Ca ii EW 8542 to EW 8498 . We also plotted them in Fig. 2 .
The value of the ratio (EW 8542 /EW 8498 ) is also an indicator for the chromospheric active phenomenon and was used to differentiate the plage or prominence. Our values for the ratio EW 8542 /EW 8498 of DM UMa are about 1.0-1.7 (see Table 3 ). These small values mean that there are optically thick emissions in possible stellar plage regions. These low values were also discovered in many late-type stars (Arévalo & Lázaro 1999; Cao & Gu 2012; Gu et al. 2002; Gálvez et al. 2009; Montes et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2015) .
Discussions and conclusion
The DM UMa spectra that we obtained exhibit deep absorptions in the Na i D 1 , D 2 lines, strong emissions above continuum in the H α line, clear self-reversal emissions (some of them are above continuum) in the strong filled-in absorptions in the Ca ii IRT lines. The corresponding subtraction spectra reveals weak emissions in the cores of the Na i D 1 , D 2 lines, and strong emission in the H α line and clear emissions in the Ca ii IRT lines. The excess chromospheric emission is larger than the results obtained by Montes et al. (1995a Montes et al. ( , 1995b Montes et al. ( , 1997 , and Hatzes (1995) . It is the largest emission with an EW of 5.586 Å for the observed spectra (see Table 2 ) and 7.839 Å (see Table 3 ) for the excess emission of DM UMa on Feb 9, 2015. All these confirmed the high level of chromospheric activity of DM UMa.
Our data allowed us to determine various chromospheric properties of DM UMa. We found that there is phase or time variation in the level of chromospheric activity of the Na i D 1 , D 2 , H α and Ca ii IRT lines (especially the H α line). The orbital phases of all the Na i D 1 , D 2 , H α and Ca ii IRT lines with enhanced emissions were consistently located at around 0.5 (Fig. 2) . The variations in the EWs of Na i D 1 , D 2 and Ca ii IRT are relative weak. This may be due to that they are the weak active lines among these chromospheric active indicators and affected by the presence of spot regions (Andretta et al. 1997; Montes et al. 1997) . It is very difficult to distinguish flare events from cyclical variations for highly active stars. There is a slow rise and fall in the EWs of chromospheric active emission in the H α line. These EW variations may be due to chromospheric rotational modulations, flare events or strong plages. In order to pinpoint which of these is the ultimate cause for this EW variation, we need complete phase coverage in a short time, such as several consecutive nights.
In order to study DM UMa's long term chromospheric variability, we compare in Fig. 4 our observed and chromospheric excess EWs with those provided by several authors. As can be seen from Fig. 4 , EW does vary with the orbital phase. However, at different observation times, this phase dependence varies. The orbital phase of our chromospheric rotation modulation is similar to that obtained by Hatzes (1995) with the maximum occurring at a phase of 0.5, which is different from those obtained by Mohin & Raveendran (1994) and Nation & Ramsey (1986) . The evidence of active longitudes in the chromosphere were also observed in other chromospherically active stars, such as PW And (López-Santiago et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2015) , V383 Lac (Biazzo et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2015) , VY Ari, IM Peg, HK lac (Biazzo et al. 2006 ), V889 Her (Frasca et al. 2010) , LQ Hya (Cao & Gu 2014; Zhang et al. 2014; Flores Soriano et al. 2015) , V711 Tau (García-Alvarez et al. 2003; Cao & Gu 2015) , SZ Psc (Zhang & Gu 2008; Cao & Gu 2012) , II Peg (Frasca et al. 2008; Gu et al. 2015) , UX Ari (Gu et al. 2002) , HD 22049 and HD 166 (Biazzo et al. 2007) . The variation of the phase corresponding to maximum EW for DM UMa from different observation times indicates that there are long-term variations in the level of chromospheric activity for DM UMa. The evolution of chromospheric activity was also found in several other chromospherically active stars, such as PW And, LQ Hya, SZ Psc and V711 Tau (López-Santiago et al. 2003; Cao & Gu 2014; Cao & Gu 2012; García-Alvarez et al. 2003) .
The correlation between photospheric starspots and chromospheric plages has been studied using the simultaneous photometric and high-resolution spectroscopic observations (Biazzo et al. 2006; López-Santiago et al. 2003; Frasca et al. 2010; Cao & Gu 2014; Zhang et al. 2014; etc) . Because there are no simultanenous photometric light curves with our high-resolution observations of DM UMa, we are not able to directly study the relationship between photospheric starspot activity and chromospheric activity using the method, as done by the above authors. Moreover, the starspot parameters could also be obtained using the ratio of the depth of atomic line (Catalano et al. 2002; O'Neal 2006) and molecular absorption bands (O'Neal et al. 1998; O'Neal 2004) . The orbital phase of our chromospheric activity is similar to that of starspot in several light curves, and different with other light curves (Rosario et al. 2009; Taş & Evren 2012; Heckert 2012; O'Neal 2014) . Hatzes (1995) found the maxima for H α emission and He i D 3 absorption was coincident in time with the starspot distribution by Doppler imaging. All these results gave supporting evidence for the existence of active longitudes of the level of magnetic activity in DM UMa. Although there are long-term variations in the level of chromospheric activity, more data are needed to search for a chromospheric active cycle, similar to that for the photometric cycle (Rosario et al. 2009; Taş & Evren 2012; Oláh et al. 2014) .
The He i D 3 (5876 Å) is a valuable probe for the stellar activity. For the Sun, there is strong absorption in the He i D 3 line for plages and weak flares (Landman 1981) , and emission for the strong flares (Zirin 1988) . Hatzes (1995) first discussed the absorption of He i D 3 line in DM UMa and they also found that there were variable absorptions. Most of our DM UMa spectra have weak absorptions, with two He i D 3 emission lines having above the continuum emissions during the observations, which may be caused by the flare events. The EW excess for He i D 3 emission is 0.166 ± 0.006 Å in Feb 9, 2015, and 0.066 ± 0.006 Å on Feb 10, 2015. The Feb 9, 2015 He i D 3 emission is the strongest emission ever detected for DM UMa. As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the wing of H α line is broadening while the He i D 3 line becomes an emission line. Moreover, the EWs are also increasing in the excess emission in the Na i D 1 , D 2 , H α and Ca ii IRT lines on these days (Figs. 2) . This behavior of the chromospheric activity indicators is consistent with a flare-like event. He i D 3 emission serves as a very useful tool in studying stellar activity because it is found in other active stars, such as II Peg (Huenemoerder & Ramsey 1987; Frasca et al. 2008; Gu & Tan 2003; Berdyugina et al. 1999; Gu et al. 2015) , V410 Tau (Welty & Ramsey 1995) , UX Ari (Montes et al. 1996b; Montes et al. 1997; Gu et al. 2002) , HR 1099 (García-Alvarez et al. 2003) , and LQ Hya (Montes et al. 1999) . In order to compare the level of chromospheric activity between DM UMa and other stars, we collected the parameters and active properties of chromospheric active system with spectral type and rotational velocity similar to those for DM UMa. The results are shown in Table 4 (parameters are taken from the paper of Eker et al. (2008) ), which includes star name, spectral type, magnitude, orbital period, rotational velocity, and the behaviour of the He i D 3 , Ca ii H&K and H α lines. By comparing the behaviour of Ca ii H&K and H α lines, the emission of He i D 3 and the values of chromospheric EWs of H α line, DM UMa has the highest level of chromospheric activity among these stars. It is also the only one with He i D 3 emission. Therefore DM UMa is a very interesting target to study stellar magnetic activity, and warrants further investigations. This work was supported in part by the Joint Fund of Astronomy of the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) Nos. U1431114 and 11263001. We would like to thank reviewer's comments and suggestions, which led to great improvement in our manuscript. This work was also partially supported by the Open Project Program of the Key Laboratory of Optical Astronomy, NAOC, CAS. This research has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, France. We are very grateful to Dr. Gu and Dr. Montes for their help. 
